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The concept of hypermedia has existed for about fifty years. It became a practical technology in the sev-
enties, and widely available in the eighties. The concept has proven quite useful as a paradigm for informa-
tion presentation, and been applied to information relevant to many diverse fields. However, the networks of
semantic connections that exist in hypermedia systems are often so large and complex that they become
overwhelming to people trying to find information in them.
This paper presents a number of types of constraints representing application semantics as a way of
reducing the complexity of networks of semantic connections in hypermedia. Unlike constraints developed
in the past, those presented in this work are graph-based and can be evaluated within local regions of the
hypermedia system. In addition, this work presents an algebra on overview graphs of hypermedia systems.
To formalize the definitions of the algebra and constraints, this paper presents a data model for hypermedia.
Also, this paper presents an algebra on networks of semantic connections in hypermedia. This algebra,
in itself, can be used to define overview graphs on networks of semantic connections. In addition, the alge-
bra increases the expressive power of the constraints by allowing the definition of overview graphs to which
the constraints can be applied.
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1 Motivation
Hypermedia is a very powerful technology for storing and accessing information which is
highly, but not regularly, related. The concept was developed by Bush [Bush45]. He envisioned a
system where information was stored on microfilm and some mechanical system was used to
traverse related pieces of information. Though the concept is the same as the one found in modern
hypermedia systems, microfilm technology did not provide a practical platform for implementing
it.
The development of the computer provided a machine able to support Bush’s concept. The
high speed of information access, the ability to keep track of numerous and complex cross refer-
ences between information, and the powerful methods of displaying information possible in com-
puters today make these machines ideal platforms for hypermedia.
Once it became feasible to implement, hypermedia technology was used to develop a wide
array of diverse applications. Hypermedia systems have been created to support patient care,
intelligence gathering and analysis, car sales, education in a broad range of subjects, etc. It
appears to be useful in any domain where pieces of information need to be related in some irregu-
lar pattern.
With the development of hypermedia systems, however, a major problem appeared. The prob-
lem stems from the fact that complex webs of information are to complex to be effectively used -
even in hypermedia! Often, the networks of semantic connections in hypermedia become very
large and complicated. This problem manifests itself in two ways: users can not find the specific
information they want, and overviews of the semantic connections are too complex to be under-
stood by users. The different descriptions reflect two different perspectives on hypermedia: users
navigating from one piece of information to another and users trying to understand the structure
of a hypermedia system as a whole. The different perspectives highlight the problem that the net-
work of semantic connections in hypermedia systems can become too complex to be useful.
This problem is ironic considering that the objective of hypermedia technology is to present
information in a structured and easily browsable form. But the problem is very real and limits the
usefulness of these systems. The figure below, showing the semantic connections found in a sim-
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ple auto broker application, clearly illustrates the problem. The complexity of this overview is so
great that it makes the overview almost useless.
Nielsen surveyed users of a Guide document [Nielsen90] and found that 44% of them agreed
with a statement that they could not find where they had previously been in the document. They
were presented with too many choices of semantic connections to follow.
Different approaches to showing the connections have been tried. The fish-eye view is one of
the most successful. But even the best of these techniques is limited, because no matter how well
a confusing structure is shown, it is still a confusing structure. No matter how well a confusing
network of semantic connections in a hypermedia system is shown, it is still a confusing network.
This work tries to attack the problem at its root, by controlling the structure of the network of
semantic connections.
Figure 1. Overview graph of an autobroker network of semantic connections [Mukerjea94]
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In considering how to control the structure of networks of connections, two approaches have
been considered: templates and constraints. The use of templates has been explored [Marshall91]
[Marshall92]. In a discussion with Frank Halasz [Halasz93], he described the disadvantage of the
template approach. Specifically, users dislike templates and, in many cases, refuse to used them.
So this work focus on the other alternative, that of constraints.
Since a hypermedia system can be considered a type of database, it is natural to apply results
from database research to hypermedia. This is especially helpful for the present work, because the
use of constraints in databases is a well explored area - much research has focused on using con-
straints in databases to incorporate application semantics. From this research, the amount of time
it takes to detect a constraint violation is one major difficulty in using constraints in databases.
Many types of constraints are impractical because they make the transaction time in a database
unacceptably long.
The biggest problem in constraint violation detection is that the detection algorithms may
have to access every page of the database. The bottleneck in database systems is the time it takes
to transfer data from disk to memory and back.
Thus, taking into consideration the disk access problem and the objective of simplifying the
network of connections, this work explores local graph-based constraints. These constraints are
local because for a single transaction only a local region of the database needs to be accessed to
determine if a constraint is violated. Graph-based means that these constraints can be expressed as
networks of connections.
Though these constraints by themselves look promising for being able to limit the complexity
of networks of semantic connections in hypermedia systems, there usefulness can be increased.
Often users do not wish to view the raw data in a database, but rather work with abstractions on
the raw data. A traditional approach to defining these abstractions is an algebra. An algebra, once
defined, can allow the user to constrain abstractions of the base semantic connections in addition
to the base connections themselves. This paper presents an algebra to can be used to construct
views which, in turn, can be constrained by the local graph-based constraints.
To be able to define both the constraints and the algebra, a formal description of semantic con-
nections in a hypermedia system is needed. Hence, this paper presents a formal model for seman-
tic connections in hypermedia systems.
In summary, hypermedia systems are here, and here to stay. The networks of semantic connec-
tions in these system can become too complex to be useful. This problem is addressed by devel-
oping constraints, an algebra, and a data model. The constraints cannot be allowed to slow
transaction processing of the hypermedia system too much, so this work will explore efficiency
issues such as localization and caching. The algebra increases the power of the constraints by
allowing them to be used on both raw data and on abstractions on the raw data. Lastly, to be able
to define the constraints and the algebra, a formal model of hypermedia is needed.
The structure of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In section 2, the background is dis-
cussed. This section is divided into three parts: constraints, hypermedia, and other related work.
In section 3, this paper presents high level description of hypermedia concepts. In section 4, this
paper describes the object-oriented data model on which the work here is based. In section 5, this
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paper presents a formal data model of the semantic connections in hypermedia. In section 6, this
paper defines an algebra for the semantic connections in hypermedia. Section 7 presents con-
straints on the semantic connections. This section consists of two parts: definitions of constraints
and algorithms for constraint violation detection. In section 8, this paper presents the direction
which the authors plan to continue this research. Section 9 describes the impact of this work.
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2 Background
This work represents an intersection between two different areas: constraints and hypermedia.
To the authors’ knowledge, no work dealing with this intersection exists other than that presented
here, but a great deal of research has been done in each of the individual areas. This work is based
on results and approaches from several areas within computer science including formal algebras,
views, and data modeling. This paper addresses the background in each of these areas below.
2.1 Constraints
Constraints are used in the area of artificial intelligence, but the emphasis and thus the results
are not closely related to this work. Constraints in this area aim to capture information and adapt
information to changes. The goal of this work is to develop efficient algorithms for constraint vio-
lation detection, and the constraints in this work simply reject changes that would violate con-
straints. Some examples of artificial intelligence systems that use constraints are the planning
system of MOLGEN [Stefik81.1] [Stefik81.2] and the common sense reasoning system Cyc
[Lenat90].
Graphical user interfaces and simulation systems use constraints in very similar ways. In both
areas, the constraints are arithmetic equations with minor extensions such as conditionals. The
emphasis of the work is to quickly recompute values to adapt to changes.
Within the graphical user interface area, there is a significant quantity of work in the area of
inferring constraints. In this work, constraint equations are inferred from demonstrations or exam-
ples. DEMO II [Fisher92] and Chimera [Kurlander93] are two systems that infer constraints.
In addition, computer languages extended to support use of constraints have been used to cre-
ate interfaces and support simulations. Hudson and Yeats [Hudson91] have developed a visual
language for constraint specification. Eval/vite [Hudson93], ThingLab [Borning81] [Borning87]
and its extensions [Freeman89] [Freeman90], and RENDEZVOUS [Hill93] are extensions of
C++, Smalltalk, and CLOS (an object-oriented LISP), respectively, which allow these languages
to include constraints.
Vander Zanden [Zanden91] and Gleicher [Gleicher93] have investigated issues in constraint
implementation. Vander Zanden extended constraint definitions to support indirect referencing
order, leading to an increase in the expressiveness of constraints. Gleicher used an event-based
model for resolution of constraint violations. His approach is very similar to the constraint work
in databases.
The work presented here takes a different approach to constraints than is used in the areas of
user interface research and simulation systems. This work is not concerned with adapting to
changes that violate constraints, nor are these constraints arithmetic in nature. The aim of con-
straints in both user interfaces and simulation systems is to adapt to changes and to represent and
enforce arithmetic relationships.
Constraints in databases are handled through the use of triggers. Cochrane [Cochran92] pre-
sents the event-condition-action model of triggers, and a taxonomy with fourteen axes: control
strategy, event type, event specification, processing granularity, condition scope, termination con-
dition, event-condition binding, condition-action binding, transition value reference, net effect,
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conflict resolution and programming support. The authors are aware of at least seventeen different
systems that are effectively categorized within this taxonomy [Anwar93], [Cervesato92],
[Delcambre89], [Dia91], [Eick93], [Gala93], [Garcia94], [Gertz93], [Han91], [Hanson89],
[Ishikawa93], [Jagadish92], [Mark91], [McCarthy89], [Stonebraker88],
[Stonebraker89],[Widom90], [Zhou90]. The constraints used in the work presented here can be
classified in this taxonomy as well. However, five of the fourteen axes do not apply. These are the
following: termination condition, transition value references, net effect, conflict resolution, and
programming support.
Use of constraints in object-oriented databases has been explored. There are two approaches
to constraints that can be taken in such systems: either constraint definitions are placed inside of
objects[Formica92], [Martin92], or are kept external to them[Shack93], [Yoon92]. This distinc-
tion is important in looking at the degree of support for inter-object vs. intra-object constraints.
Slack and Unger [Slack93] present convincing arguments that constraints should exist at the
schema level. The issue of constraint bind time has been explored[Martin92], [Karadimce93],as
in Cochrane’s work, but under the name of soft constraints verses hard constraints. Soft con-
straints are those that can be violated during a transaction, but not between transactions. Hard
constraints are never allowed to be violated. The constraints in the work presented here are
schema level and soft.
The object-centered approach to constraints proposed by Delcambre et. al. [Delcambre91] is
fundamental to the work presented here. An object-centered constraint is one for which the set of
objects needing to be examined to detect constraint violation can be discovered by tracing a path
originating at any member of that set. Whereas Delcambre applied this concept to Prolog Data-
bases, this work applies it to graphs.
2.2 Hypermedia
A great deal of work has been done in modeling hypermedia. One of the most significant
models is the Dexter Hypertext Reference Model (DHRM) [Halasz89] [Halasz94] [Leggett94]
[Gronbaek94.1]. This model is based on Z [Z] and divides hypermedia into three layers: run-time
layer, storage layer, and internal information chunk structure layer. The practical issues of imple-
menting hypermedia systems in this model have been explored [Gronbaek93] [Gronbaek94.2]. It
has also been extended to address temporal aspects of display [Hardman94].
The author’s previous work [Arnold94] differs from the DHRM in proposing a schema level
for semantic connections, which DHRM does not do. In addition, this work maintains a distinc-
tion between relationships and all other information, whereas DHRM allows the structures that
store relationships to contain arbitrary data.
There are several other model of hypermedia present in the literature, besides DHRM. Each
model addresses different issues. HAM [Campbell88], Conklin[Conklin88], Garg[Garg88],
Lange[Lange90], and Parunak [Parunak91] all present general models of hypermedia. Unlike
other models, Parunak presents a model of semantic connections represented as sets rather than
edges. None of these models has a schema level nor addresses controlling the network of seman-
tic connections like this work does.
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Many specialized models have been developed as well. Afrati and Koutras [Afrati90] look at
querying in hypermedia. αTrellis [Stotts90] models information traversal and timing issues in
such traversals. Bra et al. [Bra92] present a metaphor for capturing aggregation of information.
Zheng and Pong [Zheng92] use state charts to model browsing semantics. The author has devel-
oped the Grain-Node-Role-Link model for hypermedia [Arnold94] from observing user interac-
tions.
There has been some previous work on the topic of controlling networks of semantic informa-
tion in hypermedia. Templates were developed to aid users in structuring the hypermedia links
needed by applications[Marshall91] [Marshall92]. A disadvantage of this approach is that users
seem to have difficulty using template structures, and avoid using them in practice[Marshall92]
[Halasz93]. This has led the author to conclude that a better approach might be to allow users to
structure information in a flexible manner (without the use of templates), and use constraint
checking to enforce structure requirements.
2.3 Closely Related Work from Other Areas
The algebra described below is very similar to an object-oriented algebra. Yu and Osborn
[Yu91] have developed a framework for evaluation of object-oriented algebras based on the fol-
lowing criteria: object-orientedness, expressiveness, degree of formality, performance, and how
well database issues are handled. The algebra described does well when evaluated with these cri-
teria.
 Several object-oriented algebras have been created. Bertino at al. [Bertino92] create a calcu-
lus based on first order logic and recursion. Liu [Liu93] develops an algebra based on recursion
and aggregation. Su, Guo, and Lam [Su93], [Gou91] develop an algebra based on associations. In
contrast to these other algebras, the one presented in this work strives for similarity to the rela-
tional algebra, so as to achieve ease-of-learning and ease-of-use.
Agrawal and DeMichiel [Agrawal94] explore type derivation for the project operation,
although their work violates the object-oriented principle of encapsulation. Alhajj and Arkun
[Alhajj92] use sets to emulate relational and nested algebras. Kim [Kim92] develops yet another
relational based algebra, in which selection is used to produce a form of semi-join.
Among all the algebras referenced above, the one presented in this paper is most similar to
Kim’s in that both use traditional relational operators. There are significant differences, however.
For example, the algebra described below maintains encapsulation better than that of Kim. In
addition, while Kim’s algebra functions on a domain of objects, the one developed here functions
on graphs composed of objects.
Hy+ [Consens93] and the work of Catarci et al. [Catarci93] develop algebras for graphs. Hy+
uses a different subset of hypergraphs than used in this work. Catarci overlays graphs onto exist-
ing data models. The work presented here targets the specific application of hypermedia instead of
functioning as a layer above another data model.
The Classic database [Borgida89] addresses issues similar to those addressed in this paper.
Classic generalizes data into classes, but the nature of these generalizations is limited because of
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tractability issues. Similarly, the work presented here attempts to find patterns in base data, but
limits the kinds of patterns due to tractability issues.
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3 Hypermedia Concepts
The concepts in this work are based in part on the Grain-Node-Role-Link (GNRL) model
described by the author in a previous paper [Arnold94]. Rather than merely trying to model the
semantic linkages existing in a hypermedia system, the GNRL model takes a user’s point of view,
and attempts to describe the kinds of relationships that users have in mind as they traverse hyper-
media links. Using this model as a starting point, the authors can then define constraints which
will reflect the types of semantic relationships that users are interested in.
The GNRL model was developed based on physician interactions with a hypermedia system
when performing patient evaluations. The authors believe that the concepts of grains, nodes,
roles, and links capture the information relationships required to model user interaction in hyper-
media. A node is a chunk of information. A link is a named semantic connection between nodes.
The name of a link denotes the relationship existing between the nodes. A link is composed of
roles, each of which is a named set of nodes. The role name denotes the role that the nodes in the
role play in the link. A grain indicates a section of a node which is related by a link. The concept
of a grain is very closely related to the known hypermedia concept of anchors.
The algebra and constraints developed in this paper utilize the concepts of nodes, roles, and
links. Thus, these concepts of hypermedia and those in an object-oriented data model provide the
formal foundation of this work.
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4 Object-Oriented Data Model
The abstract concepts of hypermedia provide a model for information structures, but not a
model for the storage and behaviors needed in hypermedia systems. There are a wide variety of
models which could provide a practical platform for implementation, such as the relational data
model, the entity-relationship data model, and third generation programming languages. How-
ever, none of these effectively captures both information structures and desired behavior, such as
the ability to store, display, and traverse information. Since these behaviors are critical for any
hypermedia system, this paper adopts a model that allows specifying them along with the infor-
mation structures. This combination of data storage and behavioral needs is best modeled with an
object-oriented data model.
Objects support the storage and display of information, and can hold arbitrary pieces of infor-
mation such as nodes. They can also have any desired programmable behavior such as display
routines. They are not good for supporting links, but this weakness can be overcome by defining
objects that specifically support the links needed to allow users to traverse networks of semantic
connections.
Many different object-oriented data models exist. This paper does not use a specific model in
this work, but work within the set of models that have classes and attributes which take values.
Classes are abstract descriptions of objects that include the definition of objects’ attributes and
methods. The attributes of an object hold the values of the object’s state. The methods of an object
define the behaviors of an object. When receiving a method list, an object returns a value. C++
and ORION [Kim92] are examples of object-oriented systems that have these characteristics.
This paper uses an object-oriented data model having classes because this work relies on the
able to refer to groups of objects based on a common abstract description. Subclasses enhance the
ability to refer to groups of objects. This work uses attributes that can take values because the
work relies on the able to refer to the content of the state of an object, but can allow some objects’
states to contain arbitrary values.
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5 Formal Model
The GNRL model and an object-oriented data model with classes and attributes that take val-
ues provide the basis for the formal model presented in this paper. The model is based on hyper-
graphs [Berge73]. The model is augmented with both blocks and behaviors to create labeled
hypergraphs with blocks (LHGB). This graph theoretic formalism provides a model on which the
algebra and constraints can be defined.
A LHGB consists of nodes, blocks, and links. A node is a labeled vertex with behaviors. Its
label is part of a hierarchy with “node” as the label at the root of the hierarchy. A method list can
be sent to a node, and the node will respond with a value. A node responds with the same value
every time it is sent the same method list. A node in a LHGB represents a node from the GNRL
model with the same label. A node responds to messages like objects do in an object-oriented data
model.
A block is a labeled set of nodes. The label is the same as the label of roles from the GNRL
model it represents.
A link is a labeled set of blocks, where each block within the set is uniquely labeled. A link
must contain at least two blocks, and at least two of the blocks in a link must contain at least one
node each. A link represents a link from the GNRL model and provides a structure to overcome
the weakness of object-oriented data models in supporting relationships. Links respond to method
lists the same way nodes do.
The figure below shows a consultation link. It has three blocks: patient data, interpretation,
and doctor. Each block contains nodes. The patient data block contains two x-ray nodes, the inter-
pretation block contains a text node, and the doctor block contains a name node.
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6 Algebra
The algebra was designed using the following principles:
- operators in the algebra should resemble traditional database operators,
- the algebra should be closed on the set of LHGBs
- the results of operations should be strongly typed
- the results of an operation should be no more complex than the original operands,
where the level of complexity of an LHGB is measured by the number of links,
blocks, and nodes it contains.
The algebra has three kinds of operators: node, link, and graph. Node operators act on nodes
and induce a set of links. Link operators act on links and induce a set of nodes. Graph operators
act on graphs as a whole.
The syntax is simple and traditional. Node and link operators are unary and prefix, and, in
some cases, take lists as subscripts. The graph operators are binary and postfix. Operators are
evaluated from left to right, except when parenthesis are used to specify otherwise. For operators
which take a method list as input, evaluation is done in a sequential fashion; the first method in
the list is applied to the original operand, the next method is applied to the results of that opera-
tion, and so on until all methods in the method list have been applied. The result of the operation
as a whole consists of the output from the application of the final method.
The node operations are node select σn and group γ. The nodes in σn [method list] (G) are all of
the nodes in G which return the value true in response to the method list. The induced set of links
in σn [method list](G) consists of links in G which contain at least one node in each of two different
blocks. These links are missing any node that is not present in the nodes of σn [method list] (G).
This operator is similar to the selection operator in Kim’s algebra because it can be used to select
elements based on their characteristics and do semi-joins along paths of methods [Kim92].
To define the group operator, an aggregation node needs to be defined. An aggregation node
is labeled “aggregation”. It contains two attributes: value and nodes. The value attribute contains
a value and the nodes attribute contains a set of nodes.
The group operator groups nodes based on a common characteristic. The result of applying
γ[method list] to a graph G is a set of aggregation nodes which contains one node for each different
value produced by sending the method list to every node in G. Each aggregation node’s value
attribute is one of these produced values, and its nodes attribute is the set of nodes in G which
responded with that value. The links in γ [method list] (G) are induced as follows: if a node N
appears in an aggregation node’s nodes attribute, then the aggregation node is contained by a
block with the same block label as N’s block, and participates in links with the same link labels as
N.
The link operators are link select σl, project π, and join χ. The links in  σl [method list] (G) are
those links in G which respond true to the method list. The induced set of nodes in link select σl
[method list] (G) is the set of the nodes participating in the links of σl [method list] (G). This operator
is similar to the selection operator in Kim’s algebra because it can be used to select elements
based on a characteristics and do semi-joins along paths of methods [Kim92].
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The project operator π projects over a set of blocks. It has two forms, project-on and project-
off. The link set of π [ label, label,...] (G) is a set of links derived from the set of links in G as fol-
lows: for each link L in G that contains at least two blocks labeled with labels from the list and
having at least one node each, there is a link L’ in π [ label, label,...] (G). Each link L’ contains only
those blocks from L which have labels found in the label list. The link set of π [ - , label,...] (G) is
defined similarly, except that blocks in the result are those which do not match the labels in the
list. The induced nodes in both results are those that are present in the links of the result.
Before defining the join operation, a path pattern needs to be defined, and a matching path pat-
tern. A path pattern is a list of labels in the following pattern:
<block label> [<node label> <block label> <link label> <block label>] * <node label> <block label>
A path is a list of blocks, nodes, and links with the following characteristics. A block is either fol-
lowed by a node which is contained in the block or a link which contains the block. A link is only
followed by a block which it contains. A node is only followed by a block that contains the node.
A block with a node in front of it is only followed by a link. A path pattern matches a path if
the labels in the path pattern match the labels of the elements in the path.
Join χ joins two links which are connected by a specified path into one link. The set of links
in χ[ link type, link type, path pattern](G) is a subset of the union of the blocks in each element of the
cartesian-product of the links of the first link type with the second link type. If there exists a path
from the first link in an element of the cross-product to the second link, and the path matches the
path pattern, then that element is in the result. The nodes in χ[ link type, link type, path pattern](G) are
the nodes contained in the links of the result.
To preform a link operation such as project or join on a graph, some scheme is needed for
deriving names for the new links. This scheme works in the following manner: each link L from
G that participates in the derived link L’ is assigned an extended name that consists of listing the
blocks found in that link, and labelling this list with the name of the link L. For example, the Con-
sultation link shown previously can be named Consultation-{Patient Data, Doctor, Interpreta-
tion}. Then, when a link operation is preformed such as project or join, this extended name can be
used to derive a new link name for the result. When project on G is preformed, the block list is
merely updated to contain the names of those blocks that appear in the result. Hence, if the Con-
sultation link is found in G, then π [ lDoctor,Interpretation] (G) will result in a new link called Consul-
tation-{Doctor, Interpretation}. If a join is preformed the extended names are concatenated.
Hence, a join on links Consultation-{Patient Data, Doctor, Interpretation} and Education-{Stu-
dent, School} will result in a new link called {Consultation-{Patient Data, Doctor, Interpreta-
tion}, Education-{Student, School}}
Before defining the graph operations, a definition of link equality is needed. Two links are
equal if they have the same label and contain identical blocks. Blocks are identical if they have
the same block label and contain the exact same nodes.
Union + combines two LHGBs together. The set of links in G1 +G2 is the union of the set of
links in G1 with the set of links in G2. The set of nodes in G1 + G2 is the union of the set of nodes
in G1 with the set of nodes in G2.
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Set subtraction removes one LHGB from another. The set of nodes in G1 - G2 is the set of
nodes in G1 minus the set of nodes in G2. A link l’ appears in G1 - G2 for every link l such that l is
in the set difference between links in G1 and links in G2, and at least two nodes from different
blocks in l appear in G1 - G2. For every block b’ in l’, there exists a block b in l such that b and b’
have the same label and the set of nodes in b’ is the intersection of the set of nodes in b and the set
of nodes in the result G1 - G2.
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χ [consultation, education, doctor-person-student] (G):
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7 Constraints
The formalism of labeled LHGBs is used to represent the constraints placed on networks of
semantic connections in hypermedia systems. For reasons of efficiency, the constraints will be
defined in such a way that they only require access to a local region of the graph representing a
network of semantic connections in order to determine if they are violated.
Below this paper will define three different types of constraints: density, graph exclusion, and
subgraph containment. This paper will also present algorithms to detect violations of these con-
straints when a link is added or deleted.
7.1 Definitions
A density constraint, as its name implies, puts a limit on the density of nodes appearing in a
graph. The specification for a density constraint is a fraction t/n, where t is a number of traversals,
and n is a number of nodes. A network of semantic connections satisfies the density constraint t/n
if, for all nodes in the LHGB which represents that network, no more than n nodes can be reached
by all possible paths of t traversals. To fully understand this definition, it is necessary to know pre-
cisely what a traversal consists of. A users current location in a network of semantic connections
is a specific node. Traversal in the network means changing the current location from one node to
another. A single traversal means changing the current location from one node within a block to
another node in a different block where both blocks are in the same link. For example, specifying
that a network of semantic connections satisfies a density constraint of 2/7 means that, in the
LHGB representing that network, it is impossible to find a node from which more than 7 nodes
can be reached by following all paths of 2 (or fewer) traversals.
A LHGB that satisfies the density constraint of 2/7:
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A LHGB that violates the density constraint of 2/7:
The definitions of the graph exclusion and subgraph containment both rely on the concept of
subgraph isomorphism. This isomorphism is more than a traditional graph isomorphism. For
graphs to be isomorphic, they must have the same structure, and elements of the two graphs which
correspond in the isomorphism must have the same label. A subgraph isomorphism exists
between two labeled hypergraphs if the second hypergraph contains a subgraph that is isomorphic
to the first hypergraph.
A graph exclusion constraint’s specification is a continuous LHGB. A network of semantic
connections satisfies a graph exclusion constraint G if there is no subgraph isomorphism between
G and the LHGB which represents the network of semantic connections. For example, given links
that represent the semantic connections of ‘membership in the same family’ and ‘employment
supervision’, a graph exclusion constraint can be constructed to prevent nepotism.
Nepotism is not allowed:
A subgraph containment constraint’s specification consists of two continuous LHGBs, the





relative 1 relative 2
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containment constraint G1 in G2 if all subgraphs of the LHGB which are isomorphic to G1 are
contained in graphs isomorphic to G2.
For example, in a network of semantic connections containing links for doctors requesting
procedures to be performed on patients, and links for procedures having been performed on
patients by staff members, a constraint could be specified so that a procedure can not be per-
formed without having been ordered.
All procedures must be ordered by a doctor:
7.2 Algorithms
When a semantic connection is inserted into or deleted from a network of semantic connec-
tions, a constraint may be violated. Hence. algorithms are needed for detecting such violations. To
simplify the development of these algorithms, the paper shall consider only addition or deletion of
a single link.
In considering the density and graph exclusion constraints, deleting a link does not pose the
possibility of violation. By deleting a link, more nodes do not become accessible in a given num-
ber of traversals. Similarly, by deleting a link, a subgraph which was not originally present in a
LHGB, does not appear. Therefore, constraint violation detection algorithms are needed only in
the case of addition of links in LGHBs bound only by these types of constraints.
For the subgraph containment constraint G1 in G2, algorithms are needed for both addition
and deletion of a link. When a link is added, a subgraph isomorphic to G1 may be created. When a
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Because of space limitations, this paper will only present informal descriptions of these algo-
rithms.
Algorithm for detecting violation of density constraint, t/n.
Input: t/n, a LHGB G that does not violate the density constraint t/n, a link l to add to G.
Output: yes (the constraint is violated) or no (it is not).
Let G’ be G with l added to it. In G’, gather the set of all nodes reachable by paths of t - 1 links
from all nodes in l. For each node x is this set, gather the set of all nodes that can be reached by a
path of t links starting at x. Count the number of nodes in each of these sets. If that number is
greater than n for any of these sets, then the constraint is violated, otherwise it is not.
The algorithms that detect constraint violations for graph exclusion and subgraph containment
constraint rely on finding subgraph isomorphisms. To simplify these algorithms, this paper will
present an algorithm for finding subgraph isomorphisms and then use this algorithm in the
remaining three algorithms.
Algorithm for detecting subgraph isomorphisms (DSI).
Input: A continuous LHGB G1, another LHGB G2, and an isomorphism between a continuous
subset of links appearing in G1 and G2.
Output: an isomorphism between G1 and a subset of G2 or the empty set.
Place an arbitrary total ordering on the links in G1 and G2. Create an empty set B which will
be used to hold the pairs of elements that cannot be part of the isomorphism. Create an empty list
C that will be used to hold pairs of elements from the graph that are part of the isomorphism.
 Find the least link l1 in G1 which is not part of the input isomorphism and is not in C but
which has at least one node in common with a link in the isomorphism. Find the least link l2 in G2
which could become part of the isomorphism such that l1 and l2 are paired in the isomorphism and
(l1, l2) is not in B. Add (l1, l2) to the end of the list C. Repeat this process until the isomorphism
contains all links in G1, or no pair (l1, l2) can be found. When no pair (l1, l2) can be found, remove
the last element of C and place it in B. Repeat this process until all links in G1 are in the isomor-
phism or no pair (l1, l2) can be found.
 If an isomorphism containing all elements in G1 is found, that is the output. If no such iso-
morphism is found, the output is the empty set.
t - 1
t
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.
The algorithm for detecting a violations of a graph exclusion constraint is a direct application
of the DSI algorithm.
Algorithm for detecting a violation of the graph exclusion constraint, G1.
Input: A graph exclusion constraint, G1, a LHGB G2 that does not violate the graph exclusion
constraint G1, and a link l to be added to G2.
Output: yes (the constraint is violated) or no (it is not).
Let G2’ be G2 with l added to it. Let G3 be the LHGB consisting of l and the nodes within l.
Find all possible subgraph isomorphisms between G3 and G1. For each isomorphism, apply the
DSI algorithm to find G1 in G2’ using the isomorphism between G3 and a subset of G1. If the DSI
algorithm ever finds a subgraph isomorphism between G1 and G2’, adding l violates the con-
straint, otherwise it is not.
The algorithm for detecting a violation of a subgraph containment constraint when a link is
added simply applies the DSI algorithm twice, first to find the inner graph pattern G1, the second
to find the outer graph pattern G2. It also produces isomorphisms which will be used by the algo-
rithm for detecting a violation of the subgraph containment constraint G1 in G2 when a link is
deleted.
Algorithm for detecting a violation of the subgraph containment constraint S in G when
a link is added.
Input: A subgraph containment constraint G1 in G2, a LHGB G3 that does not violate the sub-
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Output: yes (the constraint is violated); or no (it is not), and a set of paired subgraph isomor-
phisms. The first element of the pair is a subgraph isomorphism between G1 and G3’; the second
between G2 and G3’.
Let G3’ be G3 with l added to it. Let G4 be the LHGB consisting of l and the nodes within l.
Find all possible subgraph isomorphisms between G4 and G1. For each isomorphism, apply the
DSI algorithm to find G1 in G3’ using the isomorphism between G4 and G1. For each subgraph
isomorphism between G1 and G3’, apply the DSI algorithm to find G2 in G3’ using the isomor-
phism with G1. If an isomorphism with G2 is not found for each isomorphism with G1, the con-
straint is violated, otherwise it is not. If the constraint is not violated, create pairs of all
isomorphisms of G1 with the isomorphism with G2 which was found using the isomorphism with
G1. Gather these pairs into a set.
In simpler terms, find all occurrences of G1 around the added link. Then determine if each
instance of the pattern G1 is contained by a pattern G2. If a pattern G1 is found in a pattern G2,
keep the pair for use in the algorithm for detecting a violation of the subgraph constraint G1 in G2
when a link is deleted.
The algorithm for detecting a violation of the subgraph containment constraint G1 in G2 when
a link is deleted assumes that the network of semantic connections G3,which the algorithm is
applied to, was built in a certain manner. Specifically, it starts with an empty network of semantic
connections and add links, one at time, from G3. Between each link addition, the above algorithm
is applied and the isomorphism pairs are associated with G3. This will ensure the availability of
all pairs of subgraph isomorphisms needed for the algorithm presented below to function cor-
rectly.
Algorithm for detecting a violation of the subgraph containment constraint G1 in G2
when a link is deleted.
Input: A subgraph containment constraint G1 in G2, a LHGB G3 that does not violate the sub-
graph containment constraint G1 in G2, all the pairs of subgraph isomorphisms P that was pro-
duced when G3 was constructed as described above, and a link l to be deleted from G3.
Output: yes (the constraint is violated); or no (it is not) and a set of pairs of subgraph isomor-
phisms. The first element of the pair is a subgraph isomorphism with G1; the second with G2.
Let G3’ be G3 with l deleted from it. Gather all (I1, I2) elements of P where there exists some
l1 such that (l1, l) is an element of I2 but not I1. Let this set of pairs of isomorphisms be called P1.
For each I1 where (I1, I2) is an element of P1, apply the DSI algorithm to find G2 in G3’ using I1 as
the isomorphism. Let the output of DSI be called I3. If DSI algorithm does not find a subgraph
G1G2
G3’
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isomorphism, then the constraint is violated. If it is not violated, create a set of pairs (I1, I3). Let
this set be called P2.
Gather all (I1, I2) elements of P where there exists some l1 such that (l1, l) is an element of I1.
Let this set of pairs of isomorphisms be called P3. Return the set of isomorphisms (P - (P1 + P2))
+ P2, where - is set subtraction and + is union.
In simpler terms, if a link is removed that was of some pattern G2, but not part of the associ-
ated pattern G1, then try to find another pattern G2 containing that pattern G1. If it is found,
remove the old isomorphism pair and replace it with the new one. If a link is removed from some
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8 Future Work
This work will be continued by three different task. The formalisms developed will be
extended and the theory will be developed. A practical example will be explored. And this design
will be integrated into a transaction oriented system.
The first task will continue the development of the formal model, the algebra, and the con-
straints. This work will consist of developing formal definitions (based on set theory) and mathe-
matical proofs. The work will develop a set theoretical definition of LHGB model for networks of
semantic connections in hypermedia. This formalization will help us in the exact specification of
the algebra and the constraints and provide a context to perform formal analysis of the data struc-
tures and algorithms related to the algebra and the constraints.
Transformation rule will be developed for the algebra. These rules will be similar to the equiv-
alence rule for relational algebra. The correctness of these rules will be verified by formal proofs
based on graph theory.
The constraints will also be defined in terms of the graph theoretic formalisms mentioned
above. This formalism will be used as a basis to study the decideability of determining if a con-
straint is violated in a network of semantic connections.
The second task will be to identify a compelling example of a hypermedia system which
would be improved by the use of the above defined algebra and constraints. This task will first
show the difficulties that occur when the network of semantic connections is not controlled. Then
it will justify the use of the methods of control (the algebra and constraints) as a way to reduce
these difficulties.
The last task is to take the developed theory mentioned above an show how it can be used in a
realistic system. The constraint violation detection algorithms are defined in an unrealistic envi-
ronment. They are defined assuming that only one semantic connection is added or deleted at a
time, and only one constraint will be enforced. A more realistic environment can have many
semantic connections added and deleted in a single transaction and will have multiple constraints
applied at once. The algorithms mentioned above will be extended to work in this environment.
Maintaining views is a very costly operation. In order to evaluate constraints on views, some
view maintenance will be needed. For constraints function on views, these views must be main-
tained constituently. This task will address view maintenance. This work will be based on the
existing work done by [Blakeley86], [Blakeley89], [Tampa88], and [Roussopoulos91]. Though
there work was developed for a different kind of database, it appears that much of it will transfer
into view maintenance on hypermedia systems.
Constraint violation detection may cause transaction times in database to be so long that the
database becomes unusable. Specifically, the database may become unusable because the number
of page accesses for constraint violation detection becomes very large. This work addresses this
issue by developing a cashing strategy. A local region cashing policy can be developed based on
the object-centered nature of the constraints.
This work will also develop cost formulas for the view maintenance and the constraint viola-
tion detection algorithms. These formulas will be verified by a combination of formal proofs and
simulations.
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9 Effect of This Work
Finding a “specific address” of a piece of information in a hypermedia system is difficult.
Developing an understanding of a whole network of information is almost impossible. An exam-
ple of such difficulties occurs with the World Wide Web. Navigating though the World Wide Web,
for instance, requires a strong set of computer skills and a great deal of persistence. As more
information becomes available and more people try to access information, the problems of finding
the desired information and understanding the structure of the available information will only get
worse. The advantages of access to highly connected information provided by hypermedia will be
severely reduced by the difficulties produced by the complex networks of semantic connections
within these systems.
This work will help people find a “specific address” and develop an overall understanding of
the structure of the “information highway” by providing a method of reducing the complexity of
the networks of semantic connections that populate it. As new hypermedia systems are con-
structed, the designers of these systems could use a combination of views and constraints to
reduce their complexity. Thus, when users try to find information in a hypermedia system, they
will be presented with a less complex network of semantic connections. These better organized
networks will be easier to comprehend, so people can develop an overall understanding of the
structure of the information which is available to them, and thus utilize it more productively and
efficiently.
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